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Executive summary 
As part of CalRecycle Competitive Used Grant  #UOC1-13-0045 awarded to the Solano County 
Department of Resource Management, Solano RCD conducted a focus group to investigate boater 
opinions about oil recycling behaviors at Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista.  Participants were recruited 
through radio spots, local news articles, fliers posted at marinas in both locations and word of mouth 
recruitment via marinas, fishing clubs and boater groups.  13 Solano County boaters participated in the 
focus groups. 12 participants regularly boated at both locations and one participant boated only at Lake 
Berryessa.   The focus group was held in the Vacaville Public Library Cultural Center’s meeting room 
from 6-7:30 on a Monday evening. The group was lead through a facilitated discussion of 9 questions 
about their knowledge of oil management and specific practices. Participants received dinner from a 
local deli and boater bags with useful information and premiums for their time, provided through a 
leveraged directed action grant from one of our program partners. Long-time Solano RCD consultant 
Kathleen Robins conducted the focus group. Solano RCD Education Program Manager Marianne Butler 
and staff member Carla Murphy took notes and observed the proceedings. Group members participated 
fully and were engaged in the process. 

Introduction 
Focus groups were proposed in the CalRecycle Competitive Used Oil Grant application to help inform 
boater outreach and education efforts around oil recycling at Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista.  Solano RCD 
has partnered with local stakeholders and the CA Department of Boating and Waterways at both sites to 
provide a boater outreach and education program that consists of engaging boaters with a brief Boater 
Survey, to acquire basic demographic and behavioral data, and an invitation to install a bilge pad in their 
boat. The goal of the focus group exercise was to answer a series of guiding questions about boater oil 
and engine fluid management at Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista, particularly focusing on how boaters 
manage their used oil and bilge pads at the end of the season. 

Description of methods and conditions 
Connecting to the itinerant boater populations at both locales proved to be more difficult than 
anticipated, and recruiting participants took a lot of perseverance and outreach investment. Our original 
idea was to make initial contact to participants at the sites, and invite them to return to a location at each 
site later in the season to participate in a focus group. This proved logistically unwieldy. After consulting 
with Vivian Matuk at the CA Department of Boating and Waterways, who has dealt with the challenge 
of itinerant boater populations in her own work, we revised our approach. Using a variety of outreach 
tools, we broadcast the fact that we were looking for people who boated at Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista 
to participate in focus groups to help us improve our program at the two sites.  84 radio spots with focus 
group information and contact details and were broadcast in Solano County. Fliers with tear numbers 
were posted around Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista marinas inviting boater participation. Press releases 
were run in local papers and posted to Solano RCD’s website. Copies of the press release, fliers and the 
radio spot are attached to this report. Partner organizations used their contact lists to send emails about 
the event to likely participants. Kathleen Robins worked with partners and outreach respondents to 
develop more names of potential participants made personal calls to these contacts.  

We scheduled two focus group meetings at the Vacaville Public Libraries community room, a central 
County location. The venue featured easy and abundant parking, and straightforward access from 1-80. 
One group was scheduled for Saturday morning, and the other for Monday evening. Participant 
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incentives included a sandwich meal from a well-regarded local delicatessen, paid for with leveraged 
funding from a grant from the Solano County Water Agency, and a canvas tote bag of useful boater 
supplies provided by members of the Lake Berryessa Watershed Partnership.  

A week before the events, we had no participants for the Saturday group, and a 10 people registered for 
the Monday evening group. These boaters regularly boated at both Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista. The 
Saturday group was cancelled, and notices about the cancellation were posted on the RCD’s website. 
During the week preceding the Monday night focus group, more potential participants came forward, 
and we adjusted our participation expectations upward.  At this point, there was a strong word of mouth 
element in play, with confirmed participants outreaching on their own to other boaters. This was 
heartening, but also a challenge to manage for. 

Based on our guiding questions, a focus group script was developed and vetted by our partners. The 
script included 9 questions about boater experience and behavior at the two sites, and was designed to 
provide us with better understanding of the barriers.  The script is attached to the end of this report. 

On the day of the meeting, the consultant and RCD staff arrived early at the site to set up. Group 
participants were seated around a large wooden table, with individual places set that included consent 
forms, samples of existing boater information, and name plaque table tents.  

Participants arrived early and interested in what we were doing. The day was warm and fine and there 
were no traffic barriers for participants to contend with. We began the group on time, with about 5 
minutes for people to find seats, make name placards and settle down.  During the first half hour of the 
proceedings, 4 unexpected boaters arrived, recruited by registered group participants. This was not a big 
distraction, and the latecomers were all part of our target audience, but it would have been a distraction 
if people had tried to drop in throughout the event.   

The consultant provided a very brief overview of the purpose and existing program at the two locations, 
and watched a sample interaction between outreach personnel and a boater at Lake Berryessa. They were 
also shown a bilge pad, a boater kit and a bilge pad instruction card over the course of the evening. 

11 men and 2 women participated in the focus group, and none had ever taken part of a focus group 
before.  All members of the group appeared to be over 50, and about half self-identified as retired (and 
appeared in their mid to late 60s or older).  All group members were very pleased to have been asked for 
their opinions, and all indicated a willingness to participate in other similar events. 

A digital recorder using a single input microphone recorded the proceedings. The two RCD note takers 
took written notes of the proceedings. The recording and those notes have been used to inform this 
report. 

Conclusion/Interpretation 
This focus group had good participation by one demographic component of the population of boaters at 
Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista.  This group of boaters was reasonably knowledgeable about best practices 
to protect the lake and river from used oil and engine fluid pollution, and more importantly had a large 
investment in seeing themselves as “the good guys” who serve as sustaining stewards of a resource they 
have a long historical connection with and deep affection for. 

Members of this group provided valuable information about creating deeper and stronger connections 
with the demographic they represent, which can be utilized to build an active and positive educational 
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partnership with the fishing community. Some of their comments challenge long time practices of 
addressing Lake Berryessa/Rio Vista stewardship challenges only at Lake Berryessa and Rio Vista, and 
suggest that there could be real benefits to engaging with boater outside of the Lake/River and its 
environs.   Another benefit of a broader geographical approach to outreach about good lake and river 
stewardship is that in establishing a presence in communities that focused on used oil collection and 
recycling for boaters, we would might attract other demographics of the boater populations at the lake 
and river in a different setting, where they weren’t geared up for a day of recreating and partying on the 
water and might be more receptive to our message.  We would likely pick up an audience for our 
message from members of the non-boating population too. 

An unexpected benefit of this exercise was the sense of appreciation that someone took the time to ask 
their opinions and listen to their answers that was expressed by every member of the focus group.  
Apparently, there was an unmet need to talk about what they think that was soothed by the group.  
Several members called Kathleen Robins to thank her for the opportunity and to offer to participate in 
any future such endeavors.  It seems likely that the participants will be good ambassadors for us in the 
future about our program and our message, and that has a value all it’s own. 

Key recommendations derived from this effort: 

1. Establish/expand contact with fishing groups, boat service shops and marinas to increase 
communication between the Boater Outreach Program and this part of the demographic of Lake 
and River users. 

2. Reconsider the best times to approach boaters at both locations, at least to ensure best contact 
with this demographic. 

3. Pursue a local community connection for boater oil recycling and information.  
4. Increase information through wider distribution, improved signage and design amendments to 

bilge pad tags to encourage/foster usage and appropriate disposal. 

  

Recommendations to improve audience connection beyond the fishing community demographic: 

In addition to the four recommendations above, finding some way to build on the focus group benefit of 
simply being heard is key.  The one on one experience within the relatively intimate confines of a focus 
group is an excellent way to allow target audiences to share opinions with agencies and organizations 
who work with those audiences, but they are expensive to run and are very difficult to extend to 
audiences who are not motivated by the simple desire to “be a good guy”.  This grant specifically did not 
allow the payment of a stipend to participants, which usually yields much greater levels of participants 
across demographic lines.  Most of the funding we have available to us comes with similar constraints, so 
we need to develop other ways of reaching other segments of the boating population.  One way may be 
to make use of online survey resources.  Such surveys could be administered through companies like 
survey monkey for a small fraction of the cost of running a focus group.  There are some limitations in 
group selection and credentialing, but they are not overwhelming for this type of survey.  If we were able 
to come up with some small premium reward for participation, we might be able to significantly increase 
participation among younger, computer-savvy boaters. 


